Introduction
The utilization of information systems (IS) within organizations often results in workaround behavior [1] . Workarounds as non-trivial IS topic are prevailing across various industries and domains with different outcomes [2] . Special interest has been drawn on the use of enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems and how organizational members use them in unintended ways [3, 4] . Other perspectives interpret workarounds as a form of resistance [5] where they may lead to harmful consequences [3] . In other situations workarounds may improve the daily work and thus have a positive effect on organizations [6] . All in common, research agrees upon the assumption that workarounds have an effect on organizational performance [5] but literature still lacks a profound theory.
We discover three key gaps in workaround theory. First, our data shows that the phenomenon of workarounds lacks a conceptual consensus. Research is at odds when it comes to a consistent interpretation. As existing literature has not offered a coherent and cumulative body of work, the theoretical and empirical investigation of workarounds can currently not be advanced. Second, we find that workarounds are currently investigated fragmented and largely independent of types and concepts. The interrelation of existing research streams offers insights into how workarounds are referred to and connected to each other. Third, workarounds are studied from a static perspective as a rigid phenomenon, which treats their emergence as a black box. Current research focuses on workarounds as an outcome rather than a process with temporality and dynamic structures. The gaps we discovered need to be considered when investigating workarounds as a behavior where organizational members utilize IS in unintended ways. Therefore, we ask the following research questions (RQ): RQ1: What types of workarounds are discussed in literature and how can they be classified? RQ2: Which concepts are relevant when investigating workarounds and how are these concepts related? Our research seeks to provide a first step in addressing the gap in research by answering the RQ.
Theoretical Background
Previous definitions have described workarounds as "misfits with the idealized representations of work" [7] . We define workarounds as anomalous use of IS where actual practices are not consistent with the designed use and official rules [8] . Research on workarounds primarily originated from the area of organizational psychology and were considered mainly as a misuse of resources with harmful consequences [9] . Disincentives and punishment were seen as effective reactions against workarounds [10] . Later, workarounds were increasingly related to the use of information technology as they became an essential part of every organization [11] [19] . Research that investigates workarounds as the main focus is particularly often positioned within health care and public institutions (universities and administration) [8, 20] . This roots in the fact that physicians are able to save lives when working around IS [21] and public institutions struggle with outdated statues [22] . In unpredictable environments workarounds are an acceptable factor to address flexibility. The diversity of workflows can even be used in order to learn from emergent change [2].
Research Method
To provide rich insights we follow the literature review from Webster and Watson [23] extended by the guidelines from vom Brocke et al. [24] and the taxonomy of literature reviews [25] . Prior to the literature search, we defined the review scope and scanned literature for workarounds application. The goal of our literature review is to summarize types of workarounds. For organizing the review, we adopted the conceptual perspective and used a neutral representation to inform general scholars. During this step, we refined the search terms to build a final search string to cover as many of the relevant articles. We added the terms resistance, non-compliance, system misuse, fraud, computer abuse, tweaking, reinvention and non-conformity. We scanned the abstracts and full articles and excluded duplicates and irrelevant papers manually. Thus, relevant papers could be determined to 58. We provide working definitions to describe the different types of workarounds. In a second step we conducted a backward search with relevant publications. We concentrated on the most important ones by reading their abstracts and the full papers. We were interested in their connection to the keywords. This led us to a total of 71 papers, which we integrated in our concept matrix. The third step was used to conduct a forward search to identify articles citing the key articles identified in the previous steps. We concentrated on the 20 most cited ones and reduced them with regard to the second step to the most important ones. The reason for this step is grounded in the fact that the plethora of papers interprets workarounds as an unexpected finding and provides them as a result. We are interested in workarounds as a starting point with deeper investigations. After this step our list resulted in 84 papers.
Results
In total we identified 84 papers on our search terms. Table 1 shows the types of workaround using the key terms from our literature review. We provide a clear definition to distinguish the different types. To gain insights into the relevant papers, we structured the paper with regard to the type of study (empirical or conceptual), type of workaround, level of workaround (individual, team, organization), industry, country, IS, orientation (technology or process), and intention (positive or negative) (see Appendix A). Privately-owned IT resources, such as devices or software that are used for business purposes [31] Rule Breaking
Violations of formal rules depending on the interests of specific actors and groups inside and outside the organization [32] Fraud
Ill-intentioned employees use the system for prohibited aims [33] Computer Abuse Unauthorized, deliberate, and internally recognizable misuse of assets of the local organizational information system by individuals [10]
Tweaking
Deviation from a prescribed work processes by using a system in a slightly different way [19] Reinvention Practices that can be altered or tailored in order to accomplish specific tasks that were not initially planned or supported [34] Non conformity Striving for legitimate goals in illegitimate ways [35] The definition of the type provides insights in how the term is used throughout research. We find that the definition may directly address the IS aspect (e.g., anomalous use of IS) or may refer to deviating process behavior (e.g., behavior that violates norms). This distinction helps in understanding whether the workaround misuses IS or if it is related to incongruence between a formal process description and actual working practice. On the other hand, the definitions indicate that the workaround may be associated to harmful behavior on purpose or the intention stems from a beneficial attitude.
Ontology
Based on the identified literature and the classification framework we were able to derive an ontology that provides the concepts related to workarounds. We followed the methodology for the design of ontologies as recommended by Grüninger and Fox [36] . We used a motivation scenario that helps understanding the motivation for the proposed ontology in terms of its application [36] . Using this scenario a set of demands may be derived that are integrated in a next step using competency questions. In our case we came up with the following exemplary informal competency questions, e.g., what are the reasons and the motivation behind workarounds? Which terms are used for workarounds in literature? What is the effect of workarounds? Next, we specified the terminology by introducing a formal description of the vocabulary related to the tasks and activities [37] . Figure 1 presents the findings we derived from conducting the proposed steps. At this stage, the ontology has to be evaluated with formal competency questions, specification of a first-order logic and completeness theorem [36] which is not part of this research. We are rather interested in providing a first attempt for an ontology for workarounds that can be used as a basis for future research.
The emergence of workarounds is described by a process in which organizational members make their own decisions. In this process, conflicts arise where neutralization techniques are used that may lead to resistance. Resistance in turn leads to workarounds and affects the type. The dynamic relation between working environment and organizational members is based on their dependency. Relevant to the working environment are rules, IS, organizational goals and the social climate. Norms of organizational members are often determined within the social group in which they are located [8] . Often conflicts arise between internal norms and goals of organizational members versus the working environment. These conflicts force individuals to make a decision in line with compliance or noncompliant behavior. Thus, organizational members react to the underlying rule of the IS.
Literature suggests that the majority of these decisions are made on the basis of neutralization techniques [15] . Neutralizations describe the justification of rule breakers towards themselves or rationalizing an infraction in order to be regarded as reasonable or even correct [38] . Ambiguous rules often lead to neutralization by rejecting responsibility for the rule [32] . The working environment not only plays a role during the emergence of conflicts, but also during neutralization [39] . Perceived injustice leads to neutralization by discrediting the victim [40] . In literature neutralization emerges in form of workarounds that occur due to achieving a higher 
Discussion
Before discussing our findings certain limitations should be considered when interpreting the results.
First, information regarding workarounds is sensitive. We found evidence in literature that organizational members are open to talk about workaround behavior. More than often workarounds are well known in organizations and decision makers are aware of them. Second, our ontology provides a high level of abstraction. In order to build instances of the ontology it is necessary to collect data on workarounds. As workaround behavior is rather a process than a static outcome, it would be interesting to compare different instances of the same workaround during its emergence. Third, with our ontology we are not able to render judgment about whether a workaround is positive or negative. Rather, we were interested in providing an approach on how to collect information about workarounds without a priori judgment.
Following the three gaps we identified during our review, we provide a first attempt to organize the knowledge of the field of workarounds. First, we derive an ontology of workarounds to provide a conceptual consensus. As there is no single correct ontology for any domain we only provide a first attempt towards a consistent basis to investigate workarounds. Building on this basis we encourage researchers to evaluate and reconfigure our ontology of workarounds. We are aware that the design of an ontology is dependent on the creativeness of the designer and interpretation of viable alternatives [42] . Therefore, our suggestion may only provide a piecemeal representation from other perspectives that have yet not been considered in our analysis. Second, we address the issue of fragmentation by reviewing literature and provide a concept-related representation of our findings. We organize literature with regard to the type of study (empirical or conceptual), type of workaround, level of workaround (individual, team, organization) industry, country, IS, orientation (technology or process), intention (positive or negative) (see Appendix A). By doing so we are able to show how different types of workarounds are related to each other and how they are discussed throughout literature. Third, we provide an attempt towards reflecting the dynamic instead of static perspective on workarounds. We highlight key concepts that are related to the domain of workarounds. Reflecting the concepts stresses the dynamic nature in which workarounds are situated. Environmental factors influence behavior that determines workarounds -when conditions change, behavior may change as well. This may either be due to changing processes or changing technologies [43] .
Conclusion
This study was motivated by providing a holistic understanding of workarounds and their related concepts. We began this study by reviewing literature on workaround behavior and clustered their types. The analysis resulted in a concept centric evaluation where the 15 most frequent workaround types have been presented. We provide an ontology of workarounds which allows the comparability of workaround behavior in IS. This enables organizations to share a common understanding of the structure of workarounds among organizational members.
Our study makes several contributions to IS research. First, we propose that workarounds need to be differentiated with regard to their type. For example highlighting the intention behind the workaround (positive or negative) can provide rich insights on how organizations can control this behavior. Second, technical as well as process workarounds need to be differentiated with regard to their outcome. When organizations seek to prevent workaround behavior, controls for technical workarounds differentiate from those that affect the organizational processes. Third, providing an ontology makes workarounds comparable and mayin a next step -provide patterns on how to react to them. Organizations may tolerate, hinder or use the workarounds that are uncovered with our ontology.
From our findings it follows that there are several avenues for future research. First, the ontology needs to be evaluated with empirical data in order to ensure generalizability. By using interviews and archival data, workarounds may be collected to provide insights about different types. The visualization of incongruence in business processes promises to offer a consistent basis for comparing and analyzing workarounds [44] . Second, as workarounds describe dynamic behaviors future investigations need to consider and integrate temporality in the analysis. To unpack the black box of workarounds, research may provide insights into how the ontology can integrate the dynamic aspect and help in understanding the evolution. As the development of an ontology is an iterative process the evaluation may include a discussion with experts [42] . Third, the risks and benefits associated with workarounds have yet not fully been investigated. Still, there is a lack of evaluating incongruence between formal process descriptions and informal working practices. Using our ontology may enhance the understanding of factors that influence this ratio. Risks and benefits are related to workarounds and affect individual decisions of organizational members [45] . In different situations the same workaround may result in a positive or negative outcome [1] . A final area for future study would be how to control different forms of workarounds from an organizational or managerial perspective. With our findings, we are able to show different types of workarounds and how they are studied in research. In a following step, researchers may built upon these findings and suggest how organizations may gain control on the negative consequences of workarounds while at the same time be open for improving business processes by absorbing the positive side effects. 
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